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FLUID MECHANICS AND PNEUMATICS

lTime :3 hours

Maximum marks : 100)

PAKf - A

Qvlaximum marks : ro) 
Marks

I Answer a// questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks.

1. Define buoyancy.

2. State Newton's Law of viscositY.

3. Identify the total enerry concept.

4. Classifu various types of directional contol valves'

5. Sketch the symbol of Pneumatic accumulator. $ x 2 = 10)

PART - B

(Ma<imum marks : 30)

il Answer any five of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

L Define densrty, viscosity and specifuc weight.

2. Examine the inverted U tube manometer and deduce the expression for the
pressure difference.

3. Suirmarise the applications of Bemaullis theorem.

4. Establish the Cd, Cv & Cc of an orifice.

5. Analyse the contolling elements in Hydraulic system.

6. lnterpret the accumulator and intensifier.

V . Briefly explain the working of pilot operated check valve. (5 x 6 = 30)

PAKT - C

(Maximum marks : 60)

(Answer one fi.rll question from each unit. Each firll question canies 15 marks.)

UNtr - I

n (a) Relate with diagram the atmospheric pressure, gauge pressure and absolute
pressure.
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Marks

(b) A U tube differential Manometer connects two pressure pipes A and B.
The pipe A contains carbon tetra chloride having sp.g. 1.594 under a pressure

of 0.12 N/mm2. The pipe B contains oil of sp.gr. 0.8 under a pressure of
0.2 N/mm2. The pipe A lies 2m above the ptp" B. Find the difference of pressure

measured by mercury. The pipe B is I m above the mercury level of the limp
connected to pipe A. 9

On

A rectangularpontoon is 5m long,3m wide and 1.2m height. The depth of
immersion of the pontoon is 0.8m in Sea water. If the centre of gravity is 0.6m

above the bottom of the pontoon, determine the metacentic height. Assume the
density of Sea water is 1025 Kg/m3.

A rectangular plane surface 2m wide and 3m deep lies in water in such a way
that its plane makes an angle of 30 degrees with the free surface of water.

Find the total pressure when the upper edge is 1.5m below the free water
surface.

UNrr - II

State the assumptions made in the Bemoullis Theorem.

A venlurimeter is fitted to a 300mm Dia pipe in which the Max flow rate of
water is 0.152m3/s and the pressure head at inlet is 5.8m of water. Determine
the diameter of the throat. Tieke Cd = 0.95.

(b)

VI

VII

On

(a) Demonstrate the Hydraulic gadient line and Total energy line.

O) A noz*e is fitted to a pipe of 120mm Dia and 250m long wittr coiff. of friction
as 0.01. If the available head is 100m, determine the Dia of the Nozzle and

Max power transmitted by a jet of water discharging freely out of the Nozzle.

UNrr - III

(a) Draw the cross section of a poppet valve and describe.

(b) Elaborate the advantages of Fluid power.

On

(a) Explain the working principle of Gear pump.

(b) Draw the circuit diagram of Hydraulically operated collect chuck and explain.

UNrr - IV

(a) Describe about Pneumatic FRL unit.

(b) Represent a pneumatic system and mark the important devices.

On

(a) Choose the applications of air cylinders.

(b) Illustrate the circuit diagram of manual controlled double acting pneumatic

cylinder.
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